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Wake up and meet the new freshmen
The Class of 2010:
By the Numbers

BOLOGNA

Daily Editorial Board

Number of students: 1,283

Women: 651
Men: 632
Students of color: 25 percent
Number of states represented: 46
(Plus Puerto Rico and the District
of Columbia)
From the West Coast: 10 percent
International students: 15 percent
Nations represented: 35
From urban areas: 33 percent
From suburban areas: 45
From rural areas: 26 percent
Average combined SAT score: 1405
(Highest ever and first class to
break average score of 1400)
Average verbal score: 702
Average math score: 703
From public schools: 59 percent
From independent schools: 34
percent
Best-represented high school:
Lexington High School in
Lexington, Mass., with 10 graduates matriculating today.
Varsity sports recruits: 168
Most common anticipated majors:
International relations, biology

FORD ADAMS /TUFTS DAILY

Class of 2010 FOCUS participants pause for a nap on the benches
of Cousens Gymnasium yesterday afternoon at the end of their
pre-orientation community service program. The FOCUS program
was planning to spend the night in Cousens before moving into
their dorm rooms early Wednesday morning.
(Source: Open letter to the Faculties of Arts and Sciences and
Engineering)
—James Bologna
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Terror and traffic cause
difficulties for Boston travel
BY JAMES

Admissions Pool: 15,294
(Down from 15,530 last year)
Percent Admitted: 27
(Down from 28 percent last year)

Tufts’ Student
Newspaper
Since 1980

As thousands of college students from all over the nation
and the world return to the
Boston area over the next weeks,
they face new traffic troubles in
the city and renewed fears of terrorism in the skies.
Following the July 10 collapse
of ceiling panels in Boston’s massive “Big Dig” tunnel project and
the resulting death of motorist
Melina Del Valle, parts of the
tunnel system have been closed
intermittently all summer.
The accident that prompted
the closures occurred in a connector for major highways I-90
and I-93 to the Ted Williams tunnel leading to Logan International
Airport. These closed sections
are especially important for
travel into and out of Boston,
concentrating traffic to and from
Logan into one circuitous route
for each direction.
“This story has been a national story, and it has been a national disgrace,” said Independent
Party gubernatorial candidate
Christy Mihos, a former Mass
Turnpike Board member who
was fired from his post by Acting
Governor Jane Swift in 2001 after
repeated conflicts with Chairman
Amorello over the continually
increasing cost of the project.
“It has the ability to become

a major gridlock situation with
280,000 students returning, plus
the impact of people returning
from summer vacation.”
Additional compromised ceiling systems have been discovered in other tunnels, and state
transportation spokesman John
Carlisle said there is no time
frame for the reopening of closed
tunnels.
With an expected 15 to 25 percent increase in post-Labor Day
traffic imminent, Boston officials
are concerned that the tunnel
closures will have a magnified
effect on the city’s ground traffic.
Carlisle describes it as a “waitand-see situation” for which predictions are extremely difficult,
but one that could “very well
have an impact” on college students returning to the city.
Despite repeated assurances
from Governor Mitt Romney and
administration officials that the
open Big Dig tunnels are safe,
many drivers have been avoiding using the tunnels all summer.
“I will never take my family through the tunnels,” Mihos
said.
Carlisle, however, said that the
city’s transportation officials are
adopting a vigorous and comprehensive response to the multiple problems facing them.
see TRAVEL, page 2

Tufts’ summer construction
makes significant headway
BY JENNA

NISSAN

Daily Editorial Board

Construction and reorganization on campus brings improved
space and facilities, but also some
headaches with reduced access to
buildings and parts of campus.
Some of the major projects include the new dormitory,
Sophia Gordon Hall, a new music
building, and improvements to
the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy building.
“Sophia Gordon, the music
building, and Fletcher are all progressing well and are on schedule,”
Vice President of Operations John
Roberto said.
Sophia Gordon Hall, which was
funded by a $10 million gift from
Tufts University Trustee Bernard
Gordon, opened this fall and will
provide housing for 126 students.
“Some early arrivals have
moved in [to Sophia Gordon],
with the majority of the occupants
scheduled to arrive the weekend
of September 2,” Roberto said.
The recent completion of
62,000-square-foot Sophia Gordon
makes it the newest dorm on campus. It is organized into 30 suites
consisting of either four or six

single rooms around a living and
kitchen area. The building also has
an approximately 150-seat, multipurpose room for classes and student programming functions and
a two-bedroom suite for the resident director.
The new residence hall was
named in honor of Bernard
Gordon’s wife and was built and
designed in accordance with
Leadership in Energy Efficient
Design
(LEED)
standards.
According to a press release provided by Associate Director of Public
Relations Kim Thurler, the building is expected to receive a LEED
silver certification in accordance
with the standards developed by
the U.S. Green Building Council.
“The building incorporates a
variety of energy-saving technologies and environmentally friendly
features,” Roberto said.
The building is equipped with a
solar thermal collector and photovoltaic system, funded by a grant
from the Massachusetts Energy
Trust, to provide some of the
building’s heat and electric needs.
Additionally, the bathrooms
include motion sensors that will
turn lights off when not in use.
see CONSTRUCTION, page 2
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Massachusetts gubernatorial candidate Deval Patrick receives a warm welcome before addressing the College
Democrats of Massachusetts annual convention April 8 at Tufts.

Democrats neck-and-neck in close primary race
BY JEREMY WHITE
Daily Editorial Board

As the Sept. 19 Massachusetts
gubernatorial primary draws closer,
three Democratic candidates are
vying for their party’s nomination in
an exceedingly close race, while the
Republican candidate, Lieutenant
Governor Kerry Healey, straggles in
the polls.
While previous polls showed
venture capitalist Chris Gabrieli as
the leader among the Democrats,
a poll published in the “The Boston
Globe” on Aug. 27 showed the three
candidates in a statistical three-way
tie. Deval Patrick, former assistant

U.S. Attorney General for civil rights
led the race with 31 percent support; Attorney General Thomas
Reilly had 27 percent, and Gabrieli
had 30 percent.
The state primary will be held on
Sept. 19; the general election will
take place on Nov. 7.
David Dahl, political editor for “The Boston Globe,” said
that, despite fluctuations in the
Democratic candidates’ poll standings, all three have a shot at the
nomination in what has proved to
be a very tight race.
“It’s close, because they’re all well
established candidates,” Dahl said.
“That sounds kind of simplistic, but

they all have the experience and
financial means to be competitive.”
The race has tightened since the
June 3 state Democratic convention,
when Patrick received his party’s
official endorsement and Gabrieli
managed to garner just enough
support (15 percent of the vote) to
have his name placed on the ballot;
Reilly entered with 26 percent to
Patrick’s 58 percent.
Dahl said that the current parity has emerged because each
campaign derives its strength and
appeal from a distinct source.
Gabrieli’s campaign has drawn
see GOVERNOR, page 2
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Overseas flyers
try to ignore
fears of terrorism
TRAVEL
Continued from page 1
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Students move into Sophia Gordon hall yesterday afternoon. The residence hall is nerely complete, and will be officially dedicated
on Sept. 6.

New boathouse completed while Fletcher remains unfinished
CONSTRUCTION
Continued from page 1

Senior Rashmi Singhal, who lives in a thirdfloor suite, says she is happy to be a Sophia
Gordon resident.
“It is amazing,” Singhal said. “I’m so excited
to be living here because of the fact that it is all
seniors.”
“It’s really modern,” said senior
Dominique Cherebin, who also lives in a
suite. “Tufts has finally caught up to other
colleges.”
Both Sophia Gordon Hall and the music
building remain within the limits of their
respective budgets of $23 million and $27 million.
Although the music building is not yet
complete, Roberto says that parts of the structure will be available for use this September.

“As part of the Music project, the lower level
of Cohen is being completely renovated and
will provide practice room, music teaching,
and other support space,” Roberto said. The
new music building will also feature a 300-seat
performance-quality recital hall, several classrooms, a music library, and faculty offices.
“The rest of the music project, which is the
new building, will be completed in December
and planned for use for the second semester
in January,” he said.
According to Roberto, the Fletcher renovations have two main components: interior
renovation and exterior façade. The interior
work, which consists of improved classrooms,
offices, and accessibility, is complete and
ready for use, he said.
“The exterior work includes repairs and
replacement of windows and masonry and

is scheduled for completion in December,”
Roberto said.
In order for construction logistics to allow
access around the building, Packard Avenue
will become a one-way uphill road until the
exterior work is completed.
Roberto said that the University also completed work on several other projects this summer, including a new boathouse for the crew
program, renovations on the dance studio in
Jackson, and resurfacing on the Professors’
Row tennis courts.
The $2.6 million new boathouse, located on
the Malden River in Medford near Wellington
Circle, was completed in June.
Roberto said that work on the 137-car parking garage adjacent to South Hall is also complete. “We anticipate use for resident student
parking by mid-September,” he said.

Healey’s pro-choice platform differs from Romney’s view
GOVERNOR
Continued from page 1

strength from his clout within the business
world, and tapped into his formidable financial resources to mount also a “robust television effort”, Dahl said, to mine new supporters since his initially meager showing.
Conversely, Reilly has capitalized on his
current political status and voter awareness
to seek backing in the political arena. “Reilly
has significant name recognition,” Dahl said.
“He has a lot more traditional support among
elected officials, and he has the money in the
bank to run a successful campaign.”
Tufts senior and student body president
Mitch Robinson, who is also Deval Patrick
College Coordinator, maintains that Patrick’s
has gone from being virtually unknown to
having a good shot at the governorship.
According to Robinson, Patrick can challenge his more affluent or established opponents largely because of a massive grassroots effort across the state of Massachusetts
which Robinson believes outweighs Patrick’s
endorsement from the state convention.
“Normally, the state endorsement means

MARKETS

very little,” Robinson said. “You would think
that it would be such a big deal. What’s
important is how many people came out and
got involved in politics during that convention.”
Healey, who became the GOP candidate
after incumbent governor Mitt Romney
decided not to pursue re-election, currently
lags behind in the polls. She faces the prospect of breaking a chain of Republican governors in a state that has not elected a Democrat
to office since Michael Dukakis in 1986.
To live up to her party’s precedent in
Massachusetts, Healey has made government spending a pivotal issue in her campaign, press secretary Amy Lambiaso said.
“The state budget can’t sustain the spending
increases it has the past few years,” she said,
noting that Healey advocates a freeze in taxes
on gasoline, and has also signed a pledge to
enact no new taxes if elected.
Despite receiving the endorsement of
Romney, Healey has diverged from her predecessor’s views on several key issues, Lambiaso
said. One difference is her explicitly prochoice platform, clashing with Romney on his
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veto of an emergency contraception bill that
would have allowed hospitals to dispense the
morning after pill to victims of sexual assault.
All candidates focused on the recent
declining population rate and departure of
corporate businesses from Massachusetts.
Lambiaso said that this issue is rooted in
financial concern. “A big question is, how
can we make Massachusetts more affordable:
more affordable to live, more affordable to
have a business in, more affordable to raise a
family,” she said.
Healey is trying to address this issue with
college students by offering jobs to graduates
of Massachusetts schools, offering college
loan forgiveness in high demand fields like
nursing and engineering. She is also offering prospective homebuyers tax-free 401K
accounts to help them purchase homes.
Energy issues also figure to play a decisive
role in this election, Robinson said. “Whoever
can catch onto renewable energy: it’s going
to be huge,” he said. He cited the Cape Wind
project, a proposed wind farm off Nantucket
sound, which all three Democrats have
backed.

Friday

“ We’ve
been
working
proactively not just to get the tunnels open safely,” he said, “but also
on cooperating with other agencies
to develop certain policies and initiatives that will minimize impact on
traffic.” For instance, he said, T service
on most lines will be enhanced, and
officials are encouraging space-saving
transport options like public transport
and van pools.
Romney, having taken control of
the entire project from Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority Chairman Matt
Amorello, has called for an entire
review of the ceiling systems in all the
Big Dig tunnels.
Romney’s executive office of transportation has been conducting “pull
tests” on ceilings throughout the system, which test the strength of the
bolts that connect the panels to the
ceiling with three tons’ worth of weight
(three times that of a normal ceiling
panel).
Travelers coming to Boston via the
air are not exempt from transportation concerns, either. On August 11,
British authorities arrested 24 suspected terrorists who allegedly plotted to
explode as many as 10 aircraft by combining liquids brought into the aircraft
via carry-on luggage.
Directly following the arrests,
the United States Department of
Homeland Security set the terror
threat level to red, or severe, the highest threat level in the color-coded alert
system, for inbound flights from the
United Kingdom. Currently, the threat
level for all domestic and international
flights is set at orange, or high, while
the general threat level is set at yellow,
or elevated.
In response to the new threat, the
United States Federal Transportation
Security Administration has banned
almost all liquids and gels from carryon luggage on flights within, to, and
from the United States.
Institute of Global Leadership director Sherman Teichman noted how little
has changed to secure our transportation systems here in the US.
“It is such a fraud,” said Teichman. “It
is a devastating reality that we have had
all these years to fix the security problems. This is not nuclear fusion; this is
basic.”
As some Tufts students prepare to
study abroad this term, Teichman
warns that there is very little they can
do to protect themselves.
“What can you do?” asks Teichman.
“Almost nothing.”
Krish Kotru, a junior leaving for the
Tufts-in-London program, agrees that
worry is useless.
“Day to day, you have to keep it out
of your head,” he said. “You have to
live your life as best you can.”
The increased security on flights is
mostly an inconvenience for Kotru.
“It is going to be a big part [of preparing],” he said. “I may end up shipping a lot of things, like toiletries, but
hopefully it won’t alter my plans too
much.”
“I’m not nervous about flying at all,”
said Maia Leppo, a junior who is also
studying in London this semester. “I
just think it is too bad that [terrorism]
is how people solve problems. I wish
there were other ways to do it.”

Saturday

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“Games are not won on
Saturdays during the
fall; they are finalized on
Saturday. Most games are
won or lost before they
are played.”

Yesterday’s close

Today
Wednesday, August 30
AM Showers
Sunrise: 6:06 AM
Sunset: 7:12 PM
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Monday

Tuesday

Mostly cloudy. Highs in the lower
70s. Northeast winds around 5
mph.
Showers
72/62

Few Showers
72/63

Mostly Cloudy
73/61

Bill Samko
Head football coach
see page 12
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Mom and Dad, rest easy: College drinking might not be so bad
BY

MATTHEW SKIBINSKI
Daily Editorial Board

While movies like “Animal House” and the
recently released “Beerfest” suggest a collegiate culture of reckless alcohol consumption, a new study suggests otherwise.
The study, released by the National Social
Norms Resource Center at Northern Illinois
University and set to be published in the
“Journal of American College Health” at the
end of September, found that college students take steps to protect themselves while
drinking in far more concrete and systematic
ways than, “Hold my beer while I do another
keg stand.”
Using data from surveys of 28,000 students
at 44 colleges and universities, the study
found that 73 percent of college students
engage in at least one “protective behavior”
on a regular basis when they drink, and that
over half of students take a combination of
two or three protective steps. These steps,
in one way or another, help keep college
students relatively safe in an atmosphere
clouded with risk.
Michael Haines, the study’s lead author
and the director of the National Social Norms
Resource Center, explained the reasoning
behind the study.
“Between 70 percent and 80 percent of
college students say they drink in national
surveys, yet less than 19 percent have experienced some kind of harm as a result.” Haines
said. “When you get a situation where a
risk behavior is occurring with that high of
see DRINKING, page 4

JEFF BEERS/TUFTS DAILY

While alcohol is consumed at many campus social events, including this past year’s Spring Fling, a new study suggests that protective steps
students take when drinking play a role in minimizing alcohol related-accidents on college campuses.

Starting college with new Perspectives
BY

ANNE FRICKER

Daily Editorial Board

For incoming freshmen, the
freedom and responsibility of life
on a college campus is a big change
from high school, endowing students with a new level of maturity.
For the 151 students enrolled
in the Perspectives advising program, this may be most evident in
their course syllabi. After all, in high
school, most students probably
weren’t allowed to even mention
graphic films like “Pulp Fiction” or
“Mulholland Drive” in class. Now,
these films aren’t only allowed —
they’re required.
The 16-year-old Perspectives
program was originally devised as
an alternative to its older sister,
the Explorations program. Both are
Ex-College-run advising programs
that allow pairs of students to teach
and advise a group of incoming
freshmen.
However, requirements to teach
the Explorations program are
extremely rigorous, so Perspectives
was created “to make it easier for
people to become a leader” said
Perspectives director Howard
Woolf.
Unlike Explorations, which
allows students to instruct their
younger classmates on any topic,

Perspectives courses are based in
film.
“We require [students] to come
up with a theme and how they
would like to use it, and what they
think their students will get out
of it, and then over the summer
we give them a lot of material to
build the series of lesson plans that
they’ll use,” Woolf said.
The program’s different themes
are united by the idea that “you
need to look at movies as both an
art form and an industry,” Woolf
said. “We’re still holding onto the
idea that we need to teach entering
students how to look at movies as
movies.”
Students spend the first half of
the course learning about the more
technical aspects of film. “[Movie
reviewers] treat movies like they
were books, or plays... They never
mention things like how the camera was used, or how it was edited,
if they did interesting things with
light and sound and so on, and
that’s what we emphasize,” Woolf
said.
The upperclassmen teaching
Perspectives get a crash course
in these film techniques over the
summer and during pre-orientation.
“Over the summer, there was
a lot of preparation,” said junior

Lauren Vigdor, who is teaching a
class called Films About Sex, Drugs,
and Rock n’ Roll. Vigdor and the
other student leaders were required
to complete multiple course readings and watch several movies to
learn about film.
At the same time, the leaders
were also finalizing their teaching
plans and creating syllabi for their
students. “I had to rent a lot of
movies that I thought might fit the
category to figure out which ones
we wanted to show for our class,”
said junior Sarah Jacknis, who is
teaching a class on non-linear
films
This year’s Perspectives leaders
started official training on August
23, engaging in all-day seminars
taught by Woolf and Perspectives
Assistant Director Cindy Stewart
exploring “a lot of visual literacy
training and practicing teaching,”
Vigdor said.
“We look at movies and have
to sort of think on our feet as far
as teaching from them or being
taught by them is concerned.”
Teaching Perspectives will
involve more than just watching
movies. The freshmen will have to
write at least 25 pages for the class
and will be graded on a pass-fail
see PERSPECTIVES, page 4

From blockbusters to bootlegs, students are seeing it all
So what movies will students see in their Perspectives courses?
Social issues in film is a popular topic: “Drugs in film seems to be one that comes up every year,”
Woolf said.
Junior Lauren Vigdor is leading one such course: She is teaching a Perspectives class on Films About
Sex, Drugs, and Rock n’ Roll with fellow junior Dave Kaminsky.
“We decided to do it because we both particularly like films about music and originally bonded
over ‘The Blues Brothers,’” said Vigdor. “And we also like the depiction of drug scenes in movies,”
Vigdor said. “We thought that there would be a lot to teach from them.”
Vigdor and Kaminsky plan on screening “Sid and Nancy” (1986), “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas”
(1998), and “Almost Famous” (2000), a film Kaminsky is particularly looking forward to teaching. “It
was such a big blockbuster hit, I want to see if we can get the kids to look beyond what they saw
the first time when they watched it,” Kaminsky said
Other Perspectives leaders have focused their topics on a specific style of movie, rather than a
theme. “We have one this year that I’m looking forward to that is on non-linear films,” Woolf said.
That class is being taught by juniors Sarah Jacknis and Katie Ray. “I had a bunch of movies that I
liked and I thought about what was similar between them, how I could get a topic out of them that
joined them,” said Jacknis. “And I noticed that they all had weird structures to them and that I could
tie them all together as non-linear.”
Some of the films Jacknis and Ray plan on screening are “Memento” (2000), “Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind” (2004), “Mulholland Drive” (2001), “Pulp Fiction” (1994), and “The Rules of
Attraction” (2002).
Another non-linear film the two plan on showing is the little-known “Arizona Dream” (1993). “I have
a bootleg copy of it,” Jacknis said. “It’s not actually available in the U.S. on Region 1 DVD players.”
— Anne Fricker

No physicals under plan,
but E.R. trips are allowed
BY

ARIANNE BAKER

Daily Editorial Board

Most students don’t come to
college expecting to get sick.
Health Services is around to
help with the basics, but when
Jumbos fall ill or emergencies
arise that necessitate hospitalization, the cost isn’t covered by
the annual Health Services fee.
That’s where insurance comes
in.
Massachusetts requires all
students to enroll in some kind
of health insurance plan. Most
students rely on their parents’
health insurance to pay for medical expenses, and they never
have to worry.
But not everyone gets coverage from their parents’ insurance plans, and private insurance not obtained as a job benefit is expensive. Massachusetts
doesn’t accept international
insurance, either, so students
from abroad must find an
American policy.
Every college in the state must
offer a plan to help those students who cannot afford private
insurance, and Tufts is no exception. The University offers a plan
to its students that costs approximately $1,500.
Young adults are a healthy
group, and Massachusetts
requirements
for
insurance reflect that expectation.
According to Michelle Bowdler,
Senior Director of Tufts’ Health
Services, state legislators formulated the health insurance policy
to fulfill basic needs.
“The intention at the time
wasn’t to require very comprehensive insurance; it was to make
sure that students had some kind
of insurance,” Bowdler said.
Bowdler
estimated
that
about 30 percent of the Tufts
student body enrolls each year:
Approximately 25 percent of
undergraduates have insurance
through the university, while 40
percent of the graduate population does. Graduate students
are more likely to enroll in a
university-sponsored insurance
plan than their younger counterparts, because grad students

are usually ineligible for coverage under their parents’ insurance plans and are less likely to
afford private plans.
But whether grad or undergrad, Bowdler explained that
most students who buy Tufts’
insurance have the same main
concern.
“We do our best to get a sense
from students about what would
work for them,” Bowdler said,
“but most complaints from
students relate to the cost-versus-coverage problem.” Some
students feel that they pay too
much for limited coverage; others want more coverage for benefits like prescriptions.
But most Jumbos never think
of the emergency aspect of
health insurance. Only a few
students ever need to stay in
a hospital for several days, but
when they do, the cost can be
astronomical.
“Many — probably most
— students won’t ever use the
insurance coverage, but the idea
is that it’s there if, by chance, they
happen to need it,” said Political
Science Assistant Professor Gary
McKissick, who studies health
policy. “Believe me, if you get in
a car accident and need to be
hospitalized for a few days, the
bills skyrocket quickly.”
But for those students who
need the insurance for everyday
purposes, the plan doesn’t cover
everything.
Senior Rob Gaudet, who buys
Tufts’ plan because his parents’
insurance doesn’t cover him,
explained that his only complaint is the lack of coverage for
routine medical procedures.
“The insurance is supposed
to be for accidents, but I wish
it covered a yearly physical,”
Gaudet said. “I volunteered for
a camp, and I needed a physical. But I had to pay for it on my
own, because Tufts didn’t cover
it.”
Still, Gaudet believes the plan
is fair. “It’s lower than what I
would have to pay on my own,
and it covers accidents. I don’t
really need more comprehensee INSURANCE, page 4
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Upperclassmen act as both
peer advisors and teachers
PERSPECTIVES
Continued from page 3

basis by their upperclassmen leaders.
And if their students don’t do well?
“[Failing a student] would be hard,”
Vigdor said. “No one likes to fail, and
no one likes to be the person that
makes someone fail... Hopefully, we
won’t have to.”
Junior Dave Kaminsky, Vigdor’s
co-teacher for the class, isn’t too
worried about the prospect of failing students: “I mean, this is a class
called Films About Sex, Drugs, and
Rock n’ Roll,” he said. “I don’t think
the grades are going to be that
important.”
Grading isn’t the only nervewracking aspect of teaching a
course. “I’m nervous that the kids
won’t participate and [that] Sarah
and I will be left to sort of fill up a
class with us talking,” said junior
Katie Ray, who will be teaching
the non-linear films course with
Jacknis.
Still, Ray isn’t too worried: “We’re
going to be talking with kids who are
interested in this as much as we are,
so I’m hoping that means [that] they
have similar desires to explore these
kinds of movies,” she said.
And teaching isn’t the Perspective
leaders’ only job. Perspective teachers are also unofficial student advisors, helping their pupils in everything from coordinating classes to
navigating the new college scene.
“It’s a safety net,” Woolf said when
explainingtheprogram.Perspectives
is “based on the idea [of] getting

to know a couple of older students
who feel responsible for you and
getting to become part of a small
group of friends...who have a common interest with you.”
Woolf went on to explain that
Perspectives and Explorations are
proven ways to ensure student acclimatization.
“Over the years, we have seen
statistically that, of people in
Explorations and Perspectives, far
fewer of them have academic problems, far fewer of them leave school
or feel lost and want to transfer,” he
said.
Vigdor is looking forward to
the chance to help out incoming
freshen. “I like helping out people
in unfamiliar situations; I like taking
people under my wing,” she said.
Ray is also looking forward to the
chance to guide new students. “It’s
nice to be a peer leader for kids,
because I remember what it’s like to
be a freshman,” she said.
Still, the advising aspect of the
program can be trickier than just
plain teaching, explained Kaminsky.
“I’m a lot less nervous about the
actual teaching of the class than I
am about the fact that I’m supposed
to be their peer advisor,” Kaminsky
said. “I’d say my biggest fear is that
I’m going to see some kids doing
something that they shouldn’t be
doing that I just did a week ago.”
Even if such a situation would
occur, Kaminksy is still looking forward to being a part of Perspectives.
“I always wished I had taken
Perspectives,” he said. “I hated my

ANNE FRICKER/TUFTS DAILY

Juniors Lauren Vigdor, Sarah Jacknis and Katie Ray prepare for the Perspectives courses they will be teaching by
discussing “Pulp Fiction.”
advising course...and I’d talked to
people who did Perspectives, and
they all loved it.”
In fact, they loved it so much
that about half of the current
Perspectives leaders this year are former Perspectives students. Besides
Vigdor, both Jacknis and Ray are
also Perspectives alums, an experience which influenced their decisions to be part of the Perspectives
program again.
“I knew about the program and

that it was a fun experience,” Jacknis
said.
Jacknis is also considering her
future: “I think I might want to be
a teacher, so it seemed like a good
opportunity to see if that’s something I like to do.”
Even those without aspirations
of teaching can see the benefits of
teaching a Perspectives course: “I
think it would be a good experience
to learn how to lead a big group,
whether or not it’s in a classroom

environment,” Kaminsky said.
Woolf agreed: “For me, the benefit to the teachers is really the secret
heart” of the Perspectives program,
Woolf said.
“Teaching as an undergraduate,
I think, is an amazing opportunity...
Leaders learn how to become communicators, how to organize, group
dynamics, how to handle people in
stress and pressure situations.”
“It’s a great growth experience,”
Woolf said.

Students say moderation is the key to drinking safely at Tufts Tufts insurDRINKING
ance a lowcost solution
Continued from page 3

a frequency and harm is relatively uncommon, it sort of begs the
question: What are college students
doing right?”
Haines said that when he and his
research team began asking college
students this question in interviews
and focus groups, they found that
the number of protective measures
students employ directly relates to
the likelihood that harm will occur
among those students.
“In a sense, one could say that
protection trumps risk in terms
of this study,” Haines said. “As the
number of protective behaviors
a student uses increases, the risk
decreases and that’s true across a
variety of demographic variables.”
Haines added that protective
behaviors can range from counting
empty beer cups to simply avoiding drinking on certain nights, a
behavior referred to in the study
as “situational abstinence.” Such
behaviors can be more important
than other risk-related factors such
as gender, health problems and
even the amount of alcohol consumed per occasion.
“Even a student who drinks to a
blood alcohol level of higher than
.08 percent, if he engages in several
protective behaviors, could have
significantly lower risk of harm
than a student who drinks much
less but engages in no protective
behaviors,” Haines said.
According to Haines, the study
could have important implications
for how college administrators deal
with alcohol issues on campus.
“Most of the alcohol abuse prevention strategies focus around
trying to keep students from drinking,” Haines said. “What this data
suggests is that even students who
drink quite a bit, if they practice
protection, can reduce their risk of
harm.”
Haines said that he believes
schools should spend more time
focusing on and encouraging the
fact that students drink moderately
while regularly engaging in protective behaviors, rather than emphasizing complete abstinence.

“Campuses, which are already
a safe and healthy place for people
to be, would be more healthy and
more safe if we just did that one
thing,” he said.
While most would consider
Tufts to be less of a party school
than many colleges and universities, “The Tufts University Alcohol
Study” conducted in 2001 found a
frequency of drinking among Tufts
students that corresponded closely
with national averages. According
to the study, 81 percent of students
classified themselves as drinkers,
68.3 percent of whom were underage. Of drinkers, 95.7 percent drank
three times or less per week.
Margot Abels, the director of
Tufts’ Alcohol and Drug Prevention
Services, said Tufts fits into the
same mold as most colleges, especially those with similar programs,
financial capabilities and student
demographics.
“Drinking is a big issue at almost
every school that’s not a dry school,”
Abels said. “What our data shows is
that Tufts isn’t any better or any
worse than schools with similar
profiles.”
Abels said the issue is one that
can’t be ignored, and that it should
be looked at realistically.
“It’s an issue that’s always changing, and part of dealing with it is
people staying educated about
what’s out there and how it affects
things,” Abels said. “But it’s also
about administrators here dealing
with the reality that students drink,
and not having everybody bury
their heads.”
Abels added, “At my office, we
don’t try to lecture anybody, and
we don’t judge anybody for what
they’re doing. Instead, we try to
offer support and help that’s targeted to the individual.”
Abels’ approach to alcohol prevention mirrors one of the main
conclusions of the “The Tufts
University Alcohol Study,” which
read, “To the extent that student
drinking is influenced by students’
perceptions of their peers’ drinking,
then it is important that students
understand the actual drinking
patterns and norms on campus.”

However, Abels said she doubts
how much student misperceptions
contribute to drinking-related
harm on campus on an average
Friday night.
“I give students a lot of credit,
and I think often they make their
decisions for themselves and
decide what’s right for them,” Abels
said.
Abels said her main focus has
been promoting “harm reduction,” which will be the focus of
the Alcohol and Drug Prevention
Services’ new campaign beginning this fall. The campaign will
be aimed at providing students
with effective strategies for lowering their risk when they decide to
drink.
“I’ve been in the prevention field
for years and years. There’s a lot of
research out there that tells us what
helps students stay safe,” Abels
said. “It’s about keeping students
informed and staying on top of
things, since there are always new
issues coming into play.”
Abels cited the increasing popularity of combining energy drinks
with hard liquor, or taking prescription drugs such as Adderall before
or during a night of drinking. She
said that the fall campaign will
include a component that focuses on the risks of such substance
mixing to help steer students away
from these more dangerous behaviors.
While Haines’ study may have
important implications at a variety of schools, some students were
skeptical about how much protective behaviors actually affected
their peers’ safety.
Sophomore Mike Sherry said
that, while Tufts students drink frequently, they drink differently than
students at other colleges.
“It’s just not as big here compared to [at] other schools,” Sherry
said. “We drink, but there isn’t as
much of a drinking culture here at
Tufts as there is at other schools.”
For Tufts students, Sherry said,
the low frequency of drinking-related harm is a result of the generally moderate student body. Sherry
“rarely” sees his peers taking spe-

cific steps to protect themselves, he
said.
“Some [drinkers] bring along a
sober person to watch their backs, I
suppose,” Sherry said. “Most don’t,
though.”
According to “The Tufts
University Alcohol Study,” “safety”
was the third most important reason non-drinkers listed as impetus for their abstinence. The study
showed that such students were
more concerned with remaining
“in control” of their actions, which
was picked more than any other
option as non-drinkers’ motivation
to stay away from alcohol.
“There’s always the kids who will
let it dominate them at any school,
but overall, there’s less intense
drinking at Tufts, and it’s more
casual,” sophomore Derek Ricciuto
said. “There’s not always that pressure to live up to the Tufts reputation of drinking and partying, or
whatever there is at some other
schools.”
Then too, Ricciuto added jokingly, “We can’t fit that many people
into our frats.”
Sherry, who said he drinks moderately, agreed with Ricciuto and
said that he has felt almost no
pressure to drink during his time
at Tufts. Though students tend to
assume that college athletes will be
pressured to drink more than they
would like, Sherry, a member of
Tufts’ rugby team, said the pressure
was “definitely not overwhelming”
and that he has never had a problem saying no.
Whether or not safety is as large
of a concern at Tufts as it is at
schools with more intense party
atmospheres, Abels said it’s still
important for students to educate
and protect themselves.
“Drinking large amounts of alcohol is an unbelievably risky activity
across the board,” she said. “But
the dangers can be specific to an
individual at a given time.”
“The most important thing is for
us — and for parents especially —
to not pretend that students aren’t
drinking,” said Abels, “and to make
sure they do it in the safest way
possible.”

INSURANCE
continued from page 3

sive coverage, because I’m so
young,” Gaudet said.
Kacie Nakamura, a senior
from Spain who enrolled in
the Tufts plan when her international insurance proved to
be insufficient, agrees with
Gaudet.
“Considering that I don’t
pay it [the Tufts insurance bill]
— my parents do — I think for
the cost, the coverage is fair.
I just wish it covered dental
checkups,” Nakamura said.
She explained that she had
a cracked tooth and had to
pay for her visit to the dentist, but not the surgery that
resulted.
Bowdler said that the most
common claims for students
are predictable: pharmacy
bills, visits to specialists and
occasional surgery.
But Health Services is
always there for the most
basic needs.
“Generally, Tufts students are
pretty well served by what their
Health Services fee gets them,
which is basic primary care,
walk-in visits, immunizations
and such,” McKissick said.
For students who are generally healthy and rarely need
to use the more significant
benefits of their health plans,
paying for health insurance
may seem like nothing more
than a headache.
But as McKissick explained,
“Until someone figures out
how to predict the future,
insurance — even though it’s
costly — is surely the best
way to protect oneself against
the financial consequences of ill health. That $1,500
might seem like a lot, until
you end up in the hospital
staring at a bill in the tens of
thousands of dollars.”
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THEATER PREVIEW

Freshmen’s ﬁrst task is learning the ABCs of Tufts’ 3Ps
BY

DIANA LANDES

Daily Editorial Board

Orientation is about one thing
and one thing only.
It’s surely not about adjusting to a new setting and making friends; it’s about seeking out
every possible venue providing
free food. There’s an international student ice cream social,
a whole cavalcade of foods from
dining halls and local eateries
on Fletcher Field, and a 3Ps barbecue down at the Aidekman
Sculpture Court, just to name a
few.
But what about the merely
national freshman not interested
in local eateries and clueless as
to what a 3P is? The Daily can’t
change your nation of origin, but
to prepare you for said barbecuecrashing, we can provide information on 3Ps, one of Tufts’ largest student-run organizations.
Pen, Paint, & Pretzels, the formal name for 3Ps, is among Tufts’
oldest organizations, having produced its first play in 1910. With
roughly 70 voting members and
120 students involved, 3Ps is the
umbrella organization for many
different on-campus theater
groups.
In addition to being a stunning
example of alliteration, the name
Pen, Paint, & Pretzels explains
three aspects of theater that 3Ps
is concerned with. Obviously
enough, “Pen” is representative
of the writing that goes into making a production.
In fact, one of 3Ps’ groups,
Bare Bodkin, was designed specifically to put on productions
written by students. This group,
founded in 2002, does not perform in the Balch Arena Theater,
the site of most 3Ps productions,
but in more unusual spots like
Dewick-MacPhie Dining Hall
or Hotung Café. Senior Caitlin
Johnson, the vice-president of

CAITLIN JOHNSON

This isn’t a 3Ps director yelling at a cast; it’s a 3Ps actor pretending to be a director yelling at a cast.
publicity for 3Ps, describes it as a
“politically active and conscious”
theater group.
Students also get a chance to
flex their writing muscles in the
sketch comedy group, Major:
Undecided. According to the
group’s constitution, members
are provided “a forum for writers
of sketch comedy to workshop
their material in a group.” While
a fairly young organization,
Major: Undecided has quickly
become one of Tufts’ most popular groups, usually selling out
their semi-annual shows.
Another 3Ps group, Traveling

Treasure Trunk, is unique in that it
is co-sponsored by Tufts’ umbrella community service organization, the Leonard Carmichael
Society. Trunk members write or
adapt short skits to be performed
in schools, hospitals, or anywhere
else with small children in need
of entertainment.
Writing is not typically wordless, but Hype!, Tufts’ one and only
mime troupe, produces at least
two on-campus shows a year, each
featuring original, and, of course,
speechless skits set to music.
So the first “P” is all taken care
of, but what about the second?

ALBUM REVIEW

“Paint” best explains the production element involved in the making of a play. 3Ps provides students
with opportunities to get involved
in every aspect of production.
Students are encouraged to act
and produce, as well as design
sets and costumes in all 3Ps productions. While 3Ps is currently
refining their requirements, students wishing to direct a major
production must first take the
Directing I course through the
Drama Department.
Continually active, 3Ps produces an orientation show, a freshman show, one major production

per semester, several minor productions, and some independent
projects that students are welcome to audition for or otherwise participate in. 3Ps also has
a musical theater faction called
Torn Ticket II that specializes in
musical theater producing two
major shows each year.
This year’s freshman show will
be the comedic thriller, “Arsenic
and Old Lace” written by Joseph
Kesselring and directed by senior
Luke Yu. This show, almost entirely produced by new students, is
see 3Ps, page 6

FRESHMAN MOVIE REVIEW

Cursive writes new masterpiece College life doesn’t imitate art
BY

MIKEY GORALNIK

BY

Call it art-core, call it post-hardcore, call the
genre whatever you want; Omaha’s Cursive has
been running that drill for nearly a decade.

Happy Hollow
Cursive

Saddle Creek

The band’s 1997 debut album “Such
Blinding Stars for Starving Eyes” featured
explosive guitar melodies as well as front man
Tim Kasher’s inimitable throat-ripping vocals
and lyrical catharses that provided a kind
of emo music for angry young people who
would rather read than go to the mall.
Over the next five years, Cursive would
release three full-lengths, each more mature
than the last. They added a cellist. Chops
took over for abrasive guitar strangling, belting
replaced braying, and songs of loss and failure
took on a decidedly more adult tone.
The spastic gushing of “Such Blinding
Stars...” in songs like “After the Movies” (“Have
I hurt you?/ I have hurt myself/ These sad
songs won’t change anything”) gave way to
veritable concept albums, like 2000’s magnum
opus “Domestica,” a taut, chilling (if didactic)
rendering of a painful break-up.
“Happy Hollow,” their first proper album in
years, is yet another creative leap away from
Cursive’s screaming, thrashing, heartbroken
beginnings, and it is damn good. Eschewing
loving and losing for issues of faith, frustration

KRISTIN GORMAN

Daily Editorial Board

Daily Editorial Board

BILL SITZMANN

Regular trips to the salon keep Cursive in its
‘Happy Hollow.’
and suburban/rural decay, this is Kasher’s
most ambitious songwriting effort to date.
His singular gift as a lyricist has always been
his ability to tell big stories through people.
His songs about breaking up don’t sound like
a teenager crying into his journal, for he spins
a break-up so that it not only successfully
captures the weighty subject of human separation, but also illuminates larger questions
of humanity and survival. “Domestica” was
as much about exploitation, dependence and
fantasy as it was about heartache and loss.
“Happy Hollow,” the name of a fictional,
prototypical, American town, finds Kasher
adding several dimensions to this extrapolative formula. Small-town America replaces
romantic disintegration as the album’s overarching lyrical concept, and the broader topic
allows Kasher access to even more issues than
see CURSIVE, page 6

Everyone reads the “Please come to
Tufts!” fliers sent out in the mail. After
that quick perusal, visiting the campus
during April Open House seemed like
an even better way to get a grasp of what
to expect for the next four years and the
perfect opportunity to get a lay of the
land — and maybe even converse with
a real-life Tufts tour-guide!
Unfortunately, as orientation may
be demonstrating, these attempts can
never fully prepare you to handle the
real thing. What can? Movies, of course.
1. Animal House (1978)
Tufts’ campus houses eight fraternities, three sororities, and one random coed frat for sailors (don’t ask). Logically,
one would expect the social atmosphere
that society (and John Belushi) prepares
incoming college freshman for.
Well, the frat houses are certainly
comparably grungy to the Delta House,
but don’t expect to convince Mrs. Bacow
to attend any toga parties (although
President Bacow will run the Boston
Marathon with you!).
The truth of the matter is that one
should view “Animal House” to get an
idea of the exact opposite of the Tufts
social scene. With one frat recently
closed by its national chapter and miscellaneous controversies concerning
others, the Greek scene on campus is

NEW LINE CINEMA

Like jet-setting Tufts students, Samuel L.
Jackson knows aerial safety.
nothing like that at the fictional Faber
College.
see MOVIES, page 7
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BOSTON ARTS PREVIEW

Take care not to skip your first art (scene) class
What to do around Beantown when Tufts’ orientation activities just don’t cut it
BY

ELIZABETH HAMMOND
Daily Editorial Board

As a shiny new Tufts student with
just a day on The Hill under your belt,
your overachieving tendencies may
already have you looking towards
Boston, an important step in avoiding
Medforditis, a serious, but treatable
condition caused by a seemingly long
walk to Davis Square and too many
department open houses.
But never fear: There’s no better cure
for this dreaded illness than a quick
trip down the Red Line. To make your
first foray into the big city what it
should be, consider this your guide to
the perfect, art-smart first Saturday.
No day begins without breakfast;

“Beware of the bread bowl: That’s
not butter that it comes with
— it’s pork fat.”

FOGG ART MUSEUM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

This sketch by Paul Cézanne, “Portrait of a
Man,” is featured at the Fogg.

to kick off your day of exploration, a
hearty bakery will provide goodies to
satisfy. Take the 87 bus to Petsi’s Pies,
a little tucked-away bakery near Porter
Square.
Picture soft, buttery crusts filled with
mountains of fruit. Yeah, it’s pretty
damn good. In addition to the pies,
Petsi’s has an ample selection of scones
and muffins, not to mention mouthwatering quiches and tarts. One warning: it’s impossible to buy just one pie
after seeing how delicious they look.
Now stuffed with pie, venture into
nearby Harvard Square. Harvard has a
great array of museums often overshadowed by the Museum of Fine Arts and
the Isabella Stuart Gardner Museum.
The Museum of Natural History

3Ps hooks them
while they’re young
3PS

is unique, featuring an internationally acclaimed collection of glass flowers whose delicate beauty are sure to
impress. Their collections and the geological exhibit are both extensive and
unusual, creating a nice alternative to
the typical art museum.
Meander over to Harvard’s Fogg
Museum, which has Boston’s best
collection of Picassos. The current
exhibition, “Under Cover: Artists’
Sketchbooks,” offers a glimpse into the
often abstruse artistic mind.
If standing before a finished work
of art inspires awe for the artist,
standing before these quick sketches
inspires respect for the artistic process.
If you’re feeling overwhelmed by the
day’s activity and art, the Fogg’s Italian
Renaissance-style courtyard is the perfect place to enjoy a cappuccino and
rest.
Or, go on to a late lunch. Check out
Café Polonia, a delightful, Polish holein-the-wall in the South End. Their
borscht is, frankly, sublime. Skip the
entrée and order a variety of appetizers; it allows a little taste of everything,
which is what today is all about.
The pierogie are light and fluffy, but
sometimes their potato pancakes are
a bit greasy. Beware of the bread bowl:
That’s not butter that it comes with
— it’s pork fat. A long list of traditional
Polish beers compliments the menu,
but with their higher-than-average
alcohol content and plus-sized bottles,
be sure to pace yourself, all you 21year-old freshmen.
After that feast, get your exercise
with a stroll down Newbury Street. Even
though fall approaches, Boston stays
haute with these eight blocks of pure,
high-class consumerism. Between
the expensive shops, art galleries and
see ATTRACTIONS, page 7

continued from page 5

an opportunity for freshman to acclimate
themselves to the Tufts theater program.
Now, only the most quizzical “P” remains.
Apparently, way back in 1910, pretzels were
often the snack of choice by theater patrons
instead of the more modern “P”: popcorn. As
such, the third and final “P” is representative
of the performance and audience.

“Dancing in general is entertaining and, more sadistically, anyone
with any level of dance expertise
can join TDC, making performances that much more amusing.”
A creative, vocal audience is an integral
part of a good improv show, as any member
of Cheap Sox, Tufts’ resident improvisational comedy group, will tell you. The troupe
takes suggestions from audience members
to come up with spur-of-the-moment skits.
Tufts Dance Collective is yet another
3Ps group that, yes, performs dances at
its semi-annual shows. TDC shows are
equally fun to watch and participate in.
Dancing in general is entertaining and,
more sadistically, anyone with any level
of dance expertise can join TDC, making
performances that much more amusing.
For the more serious dancing set,
Sarabande is a dance organization under
3Ps that auditions its members. Participants
are expected to have some experience in
ballet, modern, jazz and tap dance disciplines.
Now you can impress all your fellow
thespians with an expansive knowledge
of Tufts theater organizations. And if
not about the acquisition of free food,
impressing others is surely what freshman
orientation is all about.

Cursive keeps the pen on the paper to produce one of this year’s best albums
CURSIVE
continued from page 5

before.
Lost religion, atheistic cynicism
and beef with the Church are the
most regular topics, cropping up
most eloquently in “Big Bang” and
“Rise Up! Rise Up!” the existential,
blasphemous screed of a heretic.
The thing is, when Kasher shouts
“I wasted half my life on the thought
that I’d live forever!,” it is as much
about spiritual disillusionment as
it is about contemporary American
life. It takes a lot of discontent for
atheism as incendiary and fierce as
Kasher’s to exist in a traditional, small
American town like Happy Hollow
(he’d know; he’s from Nebraska), and
to Kasher, this country has come to
a point that even traditionally faithful people want to “Rise Up!”
Faith is not the only dying
American value in Happy Hollow.
Patriotism (“Flag and Family”), sexist gender roles (hit-worthy single
“Dorothy at Forty”), and homosexuality (the gorgeous “Bad Sects,” the
haunting confessions of a gay clergyman) are addressed in ways that
radically debunk conventional, onehorse-town beliefs. Again, Kasher’s
poetic invalidation and, at times,
detonation of traditional ideas in
the heartland not only breathe life
into these issues on their own, but
present a rattled, dynamic version
of American life.
Admittedly, Kasher doesn’t
always succeed in this mammoth
undertaking. At times, his wayward
small town sounds a touch trite.
In “Retreat!,” the least convincing
of his anti-church numbers, Kasher
addresses God by saying, “Since
you’ve been away on holiday/ We’ve
stomached your archaic rule/ And
since you’ve been away on holiday/
We’ve hosted some wars over you”
with all of the intensity and fervor
of Tobey Maguire’s defiant scenes in
“Pleasantville.”

BILL SITZMANN

Cursive strolls along what may be the only road in Nebraska.
Fortunately, when Kasher slips,
the music is there to pick him up.
Not only is “Happy Hollow” Kasher’s
most ambitious effort, it’s his bandmates’ as well. The departure of cellist Gretta Cohn last year created
an instrumental void that the band
interestingly filled with trumpets,
saxophones, bells and subtle production effects, resulting in some of
Cursive’s busiest and richest instrumentation.

Ted Stevens (lead guitar), Clint
Schnase (drums), and Matt Maginn
(bass) also continue their journey
from thrashing, grating sonic force
on “Happy Hollow,” providing a
varied and colorful complement to
Kasher’s songcraft.
On “Big Bang,” a wash of noisy
guitar and trumpeted exclamation
points, they prove they are still
capable of blowing your hair back,
but on “Bad Sects,” Stevens and

Maginn team up for an equally
powerful, introverted, flowing
melody that would make Sunny
Day Real Estate or the Kinsellas
happy.
It’s true that “Happy Hollow”
sounds great and reads even better. It’s true that, on his most recent
batch of songs, Tim Kasher has
provided one of the most intricate
and engaging portraits of post Sept.
11-America, Afghanistan/Iraq, the

Catholic Church scandals, and
George Bush in recent memory.
However, it is also true that Cursive
most likely will make a different,
better album before they disappear.
If “Happy Hollow” demonstrates
anything, it is that Cursive exists in
a creative sphere where change is
constantly occurring, growth is necessary, and your best — even if it is
one of year’s top albums — is never
good enough.
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Forget Bed, Bath and Beyond; freshmen should head straight for Blockbuster
MOVIES
continued from page 5

2. (motha f*ing) Snakes on a (motha
f*ing) Plane (2006)
Tufts prides itself on having a diverse
student population. The student body
contains folks hailing from all over the
country, not to mention the rest of the
world. Unfortunately, this means most
Jumbos are doing a lot of flying.
Thankfully, this ingenious film
introduces all sorts of possible aerial
emergency situations (snakes being
on the plane, for example) and, in
turn, provides practical solutions to
assure all out-of-state Jumbos’ safety.
3. Good Will Hunting (1997)
This film displays many realities
about the Boston area. First off, people in any way involved with Harvard
(and, actually, MIT as well) routinely
come to fisticuffs in bars due to dissenting views on America’s colonial
economy. In addition, the scenery
throughout the film reveals the sights
of South Boston and insights into pub
night life.
Most importantly, for some, this film
achieves a seemingly impossible feat:
acclimatizing the inexperienced to the
townie accent. While the “Medfehd”
accent is arguably different from that
of a true Bostonian, they are similar
enough for this purpose.
4. Napoleon Dynamite (2004)
Tufts has an extremely active student senate (TCU). Pedro’s campaigning activities in this film provide adequate preparation for Tufts’ onslaught
of fliers, chalking, Facebook.com
groups and petition signings certain
to plague campus during elections.
In addition, one must have viewed
this film in order to understand every
other word from those who feel the
days of quoting “Napoleon Dynamite”
are not over, despite the fact that it is
an appalling film. These are also the
people that wear the shirts.

FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES;
NEW LINE CINEMA;
MIRAMAX FILMS

Top to bottom: Napoleon and Pedro hit the campaign trail (literally); Julianna Marguiles blatantly ignores the “Fasten Seatbelt”
sign and roams around the cabin of a plane filled with snakes;
Matt Damon tries to show Ben Affleck that fitting in at an Ivy
League school is all about looking exquisitely smug.

5. FernGully (1992)
The Tufts campus is very environmentally and socially conscious.
Recycling bins litter the campus, evil
Coke products are extinct in the dining
halls, and ECO, Tufts’ environmental
club, initiated the “Do It in the Dark”
program to encourage electricity conservation in the dorms. Luckily, this
film will introduce you to this mindset
before ECO’s glow-in-the-dark condoms do.
It’s only days until classes begin, so
get cracking. Cram in a few extra hours
of preparation before Tufts’ true colors
(supposedly brown and blue, right?)
are finally exposed.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

John Belushi knows that joining the right fraternity is a simple
matter of choosing the house with the best dress code.

Boston’s off-the-wall museums and eateries cure dorm room monotony
ATTRACTIONS
continued from page 6

THE LYRIC STAGE COMPANY OF BOSTON

“Now was that one if by sea, two if by land? Revolution is hard!”

quirky boutiques, there is plenty of window shopping to keep broke college students busy.
While you’re there, take note of Scoozi,
a trendy bistro with an equally trendy
clientele and wait staff. Despite that
ambiance, the food is cheap and good,
especially in comparison with the other
choices on Newbury. Ask for a seat on
the outdoor patio and don’t miss out on
their thin-crust pizzas or creative salads.
Boston’s theater scene offers an array
of shows each weekend. There’s nothing
more fitting for the uninitiated, wouldbe Bostonian and theater aficionado
than “1776,” at the Lyric Stage Theater
on Clarendon Street. This Tony-award
winning musical chronicling the birth of
the nation runs through October 14, and
student rush tickets are only $10 and
available half an hour before the show.
The Lyric’s productions can be hit-ormiss, but they admirably take a lot of
risks.
So you’ve made it through the day.
Make this a habit, and — despite un-air
conditioned dorms and eventual blizzards — you’ll always remember why
you chose to go to school in Boston.
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EDITORIAL | LETTERS

You’re probably paging through this
paper during matriculation ceremonies
with that white plastic chair digging into
your thigh as you try to see if the person
with the cute butt down the aisle looks
as good from the front.
Think you should be listening to the
speech instead? Relax. There’s a crossword puzzle on the next page, as well as
a Sudoku. You’ll also find a sampling of
the coverage that “The Daily” provides
every day.
Each morning, you’ll find our regular sections: News, Features, Arts and
Sports, the invaluable comics section,
and an editorial on a local, national

or international issue. You’ll also find
National and International wire stories and our regular Viewpoints section
Monday through Thurdsay, which airs
opinion pieces from Tufts and beyond.
Also look for our expanded Arts section, Weekender, on Thursdays, and our
Glocal Economics and Balance (nutrition) periodic supplements.
Most importantly, we at “The Daily”
are incredibly committed to serving the
Tufts community as a forum for free
expression on campus, and we work
around the clock to bring you the very
best coverage we can. We regularly play a
key role in discussion of campus affairs,

and the more involved our readership,
the better our paper.
Think the alcohol policy is ridiculous?
Hate your RA? Submit an opinion piece.
Criticism for us? Bring it on. Even better,
join our staff, which offers opportunities
in all of the above departments, as well
as with our production, photography,
and business departments.
Come visit us in our office under
Curtis Hall (take a right down the driveway beside the post office) from 3:00
p.m. to 5:00 p.m. this afternoon.
We’ll see you soon, and, until then, in
the words of our favorite newsman, stay
classy, Tufts University.
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EDITORIAL

Welcome to the jungle; we take it day by day
Good morning, Jumbos! It’s a beautiful day in Medford: The sun is shining, the birds are singing, and the
Malden is like a mirror. (In a few short
weeks, of course, this will be because
the river will have frozen over.)
Today, you take your first tentative steps towards yet another four
years of education, during which you
can expect to discover that anything
and everything you were told by the
admissions committee or whatever
yahoo gave you your tour is completely incorrect. You will probably begin
to wonder whether we at Tufts simply
make things up. ( We do.)
First of all, you will not get a chance
to try every extracurricular program
we have to offer. Instead, you will
spend your time wandering confusedly across the campus, desperately asking amused upperclassmen
whether “Eaton Hall” and “Eton Hall”
are the same building, and where the
hell they are. And that, of course, is
assuming you haven’t wandered off
campus entirely, in which case you
are somewhere on Bromfield Road
knocking frantically on every door
you can find and asking the occupants
whether they have ever heard of Tufts
University. ( They haven’t.)
When you finally reach your first
class, you will be surprised to notice
that the professor doesn’t actually
seem to care whether you attend lectures or not. You will initially choose
“not,” spend some thoroughly pleasant afternoons in your dorm room

playing “Halo” with a kid you met
down the hall, and then find shortly
before your Classics midterm that you
have no idea what this “Inferno” business is, nor why Dante chose to write
so much about it.
Waking up for that 8:05 a.m. molecular biotechnology course will appear
to be a bit more challenging than it
seemed when you first picked your
classes out and were absolutely sure
that molecular biotechnology was
exactly what you were interested in.
You will wonder how anyone else
can possibly have the time to go out
on Friday nights, let alone Tuesdays
(which has become the new Thursday
and has been replaced by Mondays
and Wednesdays, though only after
alternate Sundays).
Finally, you will collapse in a heap
on your carpet and bite down on a
leather belt until the shaking subsides.
BUT.
Then second semester will arrive.
Your parents will forgive you for the
Cs you received first semester, as all
of our parents once did. ( With the
exception of the parents of my roommate, who is still coasting at a cool
4.0. If you see him, congratulate him)
You will find yourself calling eight
different people every night to let
them know you are heading out to
dinner and being not even remotely
surprised when every single one of
them joins you.
Motorists driving through campus

will ask you how to get to Latin Way,
and you will happily and confidently
direct them on their way (though you
will realize moments later that you
actually pointed them towards Teele
Street, which is in the other direction).
Fraternities or sororities will go out
of their way to recruit you, writing
for a paper or trying out for a sport
or auditioning for a play will begin to
interest you, and you will wake up one
day and find that you have a million
things to do, every single one of which
you love.
The point is, fellow Jumbos, we have
all been where you are today. Since
1852, eager and apprehensive freshmen have glanced around with equal
parts excitement and foreboding and
wondered what each of these 1200
other students got on their SATs, and
whether they might want to get some
lunch later on.
Yet we have all made it. There are
thousands and thousands of accomplished Tufts University graduates,
and though you may scarcely be able
to believe you are capable of accomplishing what these other fine men
and women have accomplished, I am
able to say with pride that, well, you
are.
That is why you are here: You are
here today ready to go out and make
us all proud. Congratulations on being
here, enjoy your time with us, and
best of luck.
You’re going to love it.
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I’ll take one for the team.
— A dejected Jason Richards, on his decision to prolong an
already marathon laylout session

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every
digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
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Senior circuit’s best hoping
to compete with AL powerTRAINING
continued from page 12

surrounding her residence
her training ground and was
able to stay in stay in shape,
although it wasn’t always easy.
“When you stop digging and
go back to the house when the
[work] day was done, getting
out of the door was one of
the hardest things to do,” Beck
said. “I was fine once I started,
but it was just getting going
[that proved challenging].”
Beck enlisted some help
to cope with the fatigue, running on occasion with seniors
Michael Siegfried and Mike
Landsberger. While neither are
track and field athletes, Beck
feels that having company was
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a great morale boost.
“[Running with the Mikes
was] mentally very helpful, but
we would definitely slow down
and take breaks,” Beck said. “It
was great to have those days,
though, when everything was
more relaxed. Sometimes I get
so caught up in training, it’s a
good reminder that you can
take it easy sometimes.”
That downtime will be a rare
commodity for fall athletes,
as season schedules open
next Saturday. Field hockey
and both soccer teams open
against NESCAC rival Colby,
while Beck and the cross country teams will travel to New
London, Conn., for the Conn.
College Invitational.

NESCAC well represented
in Directors’ Cup standings
DIRECTORS’ CUP
Continued from page 12

at Nationals), women’s rowing
(fifth at Nationals), volleyball (297, regional semifinalist), and softball (NCAA Regionals) were the
big winners, raking in the majority of Tufts’ 602 points.
The No. 6 ranking blows Tufts’
former best showing, a 24th place
finish in 2000-2001, off the turf.
But Gehling cautioned against
placing too much emphasis on
the Directors’ Cup, which uses
a points system heavily weighted towards individual-qualifying sports like swimming, cross
country and track, and does not
count several sports at which
Tufts excels, such as sailing and
squash.
“We have to be careful not to
make too much of the sixth-place
finish,” Gehling said. “[The rankings are] flawed. A high finish
says we’re doing something right,
but a lower finish doesn’t necessarily mean the opposite.”
“We don’t go into a season
caring how we finish,” said Paul
Sweeney, Tufts’ Director of Sports
Information. “Overall, the experience that the athlete has while
competing is the most important part of what we do; most
NESCAC schools will say that.
We’re proud—it’s a reflection of
the teams’ success, but it’s not
necessarily something we strive
for.”
The finish has implications for
NESCAC, which has long been
dominated by the WilliamsMiddlebury-Amherst trio, both

within the league and in national
standings. Williams did take the
top honors, albeit with a 130.25point margin of victory that was
its lowest since the 1999-2000 season, and Middlebury once again
found its way into the top five,
courtesy of its traditional lacrosse
dominance and a national runner-up men’s tennis team.
Eight of the 11 NESCAC teams
placed in the top 40, and Tufts’
sixth-place finish proves that
there may be more room at the
top of arguably Div. III’s most
competitive conference.
“The NESCAC is always
included in national rankings,”
Sweeney said. “That’s what primarily attracts the athlete--they
get an unbelievable education
while continuing to play sports.
Ninety-nine percent of the athletes want to do something with
their lives other than sports.”
As the fall seasons kick off,
returning women’s soccer, volleyball and both cross country
teams to their respective turfs, it’s
hard not to have an eye on moving up the ladder. But while just
52 points separated Tufts from a
top-five finish, Gehling recognizes that there’s more to the Tufts
athletic philosophy than just
being at the top of the list.
“We need to focus on what
really matters—working hard to
recruit and providing [studentathletes] with a great experience,”
he said.
“[The Directors’ Cup is] really
a bonus,” Sweeney added. “It’s
the cherry on top of the sundae.”

George, 38, back with Raiders
BY STEVE

CORKRAN

McClatchy Tribune

The Oakland Raiders released
six players Monday. Yet, it was the
one they signed who garnered the
most attention. Yes, folks, quarterback Jeff George is back with the
Raiders after spending the past
seven seasons bouncing around
the NFL.
George, 38, passed his physical
Monday morning, signed a contract and participated in practice
soon thereafter. Once again, he
donned the No. 3 uniform and
wowed onlookers with his arm
strength and an uncanny ability
to make throws others can only
dream of.
“Jeff has been on our mind for
quite a while now,” Raiders coach
Art Shell said. “We feel that it’s
time to take a look at somebody to
make sure we insure ourselves, to
protect our football team, in case
something happens. It’s a precautionary thing.”
George hasn’t played in an NFL
regular-season game since he
started two games for Washington

in 2001. The Redskins were outscored 67-3 in those games. He
was cut after the second game.
Then-Redskins coach Marty
Schottenheimer told ESPN afterward that, “The bottom line is, I did
not think theWashington Redskins
could win with Jeff George as our
quarterback.” Coincidentally, the
Raiders play Schottenheimer’s
San Diego Chargers in their regular-season opener Sept. 11.
Aaron Brooks is the projected
starter for the Raiders this season.
It remains unclear what George’s
role would be with the team if he
makes it past the second and final
roster cutdown Sunday.
“(Shell) just said, ‘Hey, come in
here and be yourself, come out
here and throw the ball like we
know you can, and just do what
we tell you to do,’” George said
Shell told him Sunday. “And that’s
all I wanted, whether they put
me fourth-, third-string, secondstring, whatever I have to do. I
keep saying, I’m just thankful to
be back in the league and given
the opportunity to prove that I
belong.”

LAWRENCE LUSTIG/KRT

Roger Federer captures his fourth straight Wimbledon crown July 9 at the All-England Lawn Tennis and Croquet
Club. The Swiss is the No. 1 seed at the US Open and the favorite in the tournament to win his ninth Grand
Slam title.

Next major title for Federer? Roger that
BY

THOMAS EAGER

Daily Editorial Board

Roger Federer is good. Very
good.
In fact, he may be the most
dominant athlete men’s sport
has seen in recent years, overpowering even Tiger Woods and
Lance Armstrong before his
retirement.
And with the year’s fourth
and final major title in tennis at
stake over the next two weeks,
the world’s No. 1 tennis player
aims to add it to his impressive
run which includes eight Grand
Slam titles.
With the first round of play
set to wrap up today at Flushing
Meadows Park in Queens, N.Y.,
the men’s draw features the 25year-old Federer as the tournament’s No. 1 seed and defending champion. Although it
would be unwise to bet against
Federer this year, there are several top players in this hardcourt Grand Slam event who
all have their sights set on toppling the heavy favorite.
Just two weeks ago, 19-yearold Scotsman Andy Murray,
seeded No. 17 in the Open,
handed Federer a straight set
loss at the Western-Southern
Financial Group Masters tournament in Cincinnati, ending
his streak of 55 straight wins
on North American hardcourt,
which included Federer’s seven
victories at the 2005 US Open.
Second in both the world
and the US Open seedings,
Rafael Nadal is the top candidate to unseat Federer from
his high perch. The 20-yearold Spaniard is the only player
besides Murray to have beaten
Federer this year, and he has
done it four times, including wins at the French Open
final on red clay and at the
Dubai Open final on hardcourt,
the same surface featured at
Flushing Meadows.
Nadal has lost to Federer
only once over that span: in
this year’s Wimbledon final. In
that loss, the Spaniard managed to take a set from Federer
on grass, arguably Federer’s
best surface and considered a
poor one for Nadal’s style of
play. That was the only set that

Federer dropped in the tournament on his run to a fourth consecutive Wimbledon title. Do
not doubt Nadal’s hunger for
a third major title to add to his
two French Open championships, even if Federer stands in
his way in the finals at Flushing
Meadows.
Another potential roadblock for Federer is 24-yearold American Andy Roddick,
seeded ninth. Roddick, a former world No. 1 and the 2003
US Open champion, has had
a fairly disappointing year up
until 10 days ago, when he took
home the Western-Southern
Financial Group Masters title
with a win over 26-year-old
Juan Carlos Ferrero of Spain.
This victory served as Roddick’s
first ATP tournament win since
Oct. 2005.
Roddick has had a dismal
Grand Slam season, however,
failing to make it beyond the
fourth round in the first three
majors this year. Injuries have
hindered his play in recent
events as well.
Despite his recent troubles,
Roddick appears to be heating up at the right time and
could definitely make a run
at the Open title. He looked
keen in his first-round thrashing of Frenchman Floret Serra
6-2, 6-1, 6-3. Roddick will take
on unseeded Kristian Pless of
Denmark in the second round,
a match the American should
pick up as well.
James Blake, seeded No. 5,
is another top contender looking to take home this major
title. Blake is currently the best
American tennis player on tour
and, like Roddick, will have the
advantage of competing before
a friendly crowd. The 26-yearold has claimed three hard
court titles in 2006, his most
recent one coming in July at the
RCA Championships, where he
outlasted Roddick in three sets.
Blake, unlike Federer, has never
lost to Nadal.
Yet Blake’s career big-time
play may be his downfall. He
has never won a major title to
date and would need to play
outstanding tennis to defeat
Federer. Federer handled the
American in straight sets ear-

lier this year at the Pacific Life
Open in March on hardcourt.
Despite all the big-name
players, there are still others who could go home with
the title. Murray, No. 15 seed
Lleyton Hewitt, or No. 16 seed
Juan Carlos Ferrero, could play
the role of the dark horse and
come away with the victor’s
hardware this year.
And then there’s Andre
Agassi.
Agassi’s announcement of
retirement at the conclusion
of the tournament has taken
some of the press away from
Federer. Although Agassi, 36, is
unseeded in this year’s Open,
he is a legend on the professional tennis circuit. He has
won the US Open twice in his
career, in 1994 and 1999, and is
a four-time runner-up, including a loss in the finals last year
to Federer.
Agassi started off his final
tournament right, outlasting
unseeded Romanian Andre
Pavel 6-7 (4), 7-6 (8), 7-6 (6),
6-2 in a three-and-a-half hour
struggle under the lights on
Monday night. With the home
crowd squarely behind him,
Agassi was able to overcome
Pavel securing the first set tiebreaker and won five straight
games over the Romanian after
trailing 4-0 in the third.
Although Agassi served some
impressive shots for his 36-yearold frame, his age definitely
showed. He will face No. 8 seed
Marcos Baghdatis from Cyprus
in the second round. The 21year-old has shown impressive
talent during the 2006 Grand
Slam season, with appearances
in the Australian Open final
and Wimbledon semifinals.
While a potential storybook
run to win the Open is still a
possibility, the odds are stacked
against Agassi, especially with
Baghdatis in his immediate
path.
When all is said and done,
the US Open final on Sept.
10 will likely deliver Federer’s
third consecutive Open crown.
He is simply too dangerous on
hardcourt, too talented and too
mentally focused on winning
another major for anyone, even
Nadal, to overcome.
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Cooler fall winds can’t stop pennant races from heating up
BY

EVANS CLINCHY

Daily Editorial Board

For Tufts students, the
month of September means
the beginning of a new year—
clean slates, clean notebooks,
and a fresh chance to make the
most of the year.
But in baseball, September
is the beginning of the end.
Across the majors, the contending teams are looking to
finish out the year on a high
note, helping to solidify their
chances for October post-season glory.
Perhaps the biggest headline this August has been the
rise of the New York Yankees.
The Yankees entered July four
games behind division rival
Boston Red Sox , but are now
closing out August with a
commanding lead in the AL
East. With their notorious fivegame sweep at Fenway Park
two weekends ago, the Yankees
cemented their presence atop
the standings, outscoring the
Sox 49-26 and building a sixand-a-half game lead.
Perhaps the most notable
reason for the shifting tide
in the East was the Yankees’
acquisition
of
outfielder
Bobby Abreu and starting
pitcher Cory Lidle from the
Philadelphia Phillies . Both
players have made immediate
positive impacts with the move
to the Big Apple. The Boston
team the Yankees have faced
have been a shadow of themselves, evoking images of the
injury-plagued Yankees earlier
this season, when both Gary
Sheffield and Hideki Matsui
were on the disabled list.
In the AL Central, the Detroit
Tigers appear to have the division title within their reach. A
superb starting rotation, led
by Justin Verlander, Jeremy

Bonderman and All-Star starting pitcher Kenny Rogers has
helped the Tigers hold off both
the surging Minnesota Twins
and the Chicago White Sox .
The more interesting race in
the AL Central may not be the
race for the division crown,
but the hunt for second place.
The Twins and the White Sox
are the two front-runners for
the AL wild card. But like the
Red Sox, both teams have been
plagued by key injuries.
Minnesota’s rookie pitcher Francisco Liriano has felt
soreness in his left arm since
his 12th win Jul. 23., and his
chance to play an integral role
in the pennant race appears
slimmer with each passing
day. Still, his Twins pulled
ahead of the White Sox for the
wild card lead after winning
the Aug. 25-27 series 2-1. With
Jim Thome sidelined with a
strained hamstring, the Twins
have an opportunity to gain
some ground on the Sox.
Out West, the Oakland
Athletics look poised to take
home the division title, barring a miraculous comeback
by the Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim . The A’s offense has
been lackluster of late with
the exception of slugger Frank
Thomas, but the team’s pitching may be its saving grace.
Ace Barry Zito and two-man
Dan Haren have kept Oakland
in first place, with help from a
solid bullpen.
In the National League, it
is unclear whether anyone
will emerge to take on the
eventual AL champion in the
World Series, especially without home-field advantage in
the opening games. Only the
New York Mets are on pace to
win 90 games, an unimpressive total for a league-leading
team, and even the Mets have

Women’s soccer secures No. 3
national preseason ranking
The women’s soccer team is ranked third in the nation, according to
the National Soccer Coaches Association of America/Adidas poll on
Aug. 15. The ranking rewards a 13-3-2 record and a push into the
Div. III National Semifinals in 2005. Defending national champion
Messiah College nabbed the top spot and The College of New
Jersey is ranked second.

New offensive coordinator to join
Tufts football squad
Scott Rynne, the former interim head coach of the PomonaPitzer College football team, was hired this month as Tufts’
new offensive coordinator and receivers coach. Rynne, who has
11 years of collegiate coaching experience, replaces Marshall
Creighton, who accepted a coaching position at Williams earlier this month.

Barron
to
return as head
coach, drops
interim status
Ethan Barron, who
served as interim coach
of the men’s track and
cross country teams last
year, was hired as head
coach of both programs
in June. Barron, a 2001
COUTTESY OF TUFTS ATHLETICS
graduate of Middlebury,
was an assistant under
his predecesor, Connie
Putnam, from 2002 to 2005. He became the interim coach when
Putnam retired last summer and earned NESCAC Coach of the
Year honors in both cross country and track.

PAUL J. BERESWILL/KRT

Yankees center fielder Johnny Damon opens the Aug. 18 Yankees-Red Sox game at Fenway Park with a triple
off of Jason Johnson. The Yankees swept the five-game series at Fenway, widening their lead in the AL East to
six and a half games.
issues they need to address
before October.
The Mets have been the
NL’s dominant team all season
long, but trouble has set in
this August, as their once-stellar pitching rotation now looks
vulnerable. Pedro Martinez
is on the disabled list with a
strained calf muscle, and Tom
Glavine is battling a numbing
sensation in his pitching hand.
Steve Trachsel has emerged
as the team leader in wins,
but his ERA hovers around
5.00. Still, any team with the
offensive production of Carlos
Beltran, Carlos Delgado, David

Wright and Jose Reyes is going
to win games, and the Mets
may prove a tough team to
overcome.
Other contenders in the NL
include the St. Louis Cardinals,
who have a powerful offense
led by Albert Pujols and Jim
Edmonds but lack pitching
depth beyond Cy Young winner Chris Carpenter. The Los
Angeles Dodgers have the lead
in the West, thanks to recently strong performances from
veterans Nomar Garciaparra,
Greg Maddux and Derek Lowe.
But several of the Dodgers’
star players, including Andre

Ethier, Russell Martin and
Matt Kemp, are rookies, and
they might lack the experience
needed to win in October.
The wild card race in the NL
is frenzied, as ten NL teams are
within six games of the lead.
The three front-runners are the
Cincinnati Reds, the San Diego
Padres and the Phillies, but
all three teams are struggling
to stay above the .500 mark.
Whether any of them can stop
the Mets in the NL playoffs, or
can make a challenge to the
decade-long dominance of the
American League in the World
Series, remains to be seen.
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Sixth-place finish solidifies Tufts’ place among Div. III’s elite
BY

RACHEL DOLIN AND
LIZ HOFFMAN
Daily Editorial Board

Talk about your fixer-upper.
Several historic seasons across
the board in 2005-2006 vaulted

2005-2006 Directors’ Cup
Div. III Standings
Rank, School (points)

1. Williams (920.5)
2. The College of New Jersey (790.25)
3. Middlebury (758)
4. Emory (751.5)
5. SUNY - Cortland (654)
6. Tufts (602)
7. Wash. Univ. of St. Louis (579.5)
8. Trinity (Tex.) (574)
9. Calvin (561.25)
10. Gustavus Adolphus (544)

DAILY FILE PHOTO

Junior Martha Furtek, shown here in a 3-2 win over Wheaton last September, is one of several core members of
the women’s soccer team returning in 2006. Furtek and her teammates were among Tufts’ teams that contributed to the Jumbos’ success in the Directors’ Cup in the 2005-06 academic year.

Tufts from No. 54 to No. 6 in the Div.
III Directors’ Cup standings, joining
the ranks of the division’s athletic
behemoths and putting Medford
on the map of Div. III sports.
While expressing reservations
about the importance of the finish,
Director of Athletics Bill Gehling
recognized the achievements of
several Tufts teams that posted
record-setting seasons in 20052006.
“It’s not so significant; it’s just a
nice accomplishment, a symbol of
overall excellence,” Gehling said.
“We’re excited that the points came
from a wide variety of sports. It’s
certainly something we’re proud of,
a reflection of success.”

After finishing the fall season at
No. 4 and the winter season at No.
5, postseason showings from women’s crew, women’s tennis, softball,
and both track and field teams in
2006 kept Tufts comfortably in the
top 10. NESCAC rival Williams won
the Cup for the fourth straight year
and 10th in the past 11, taking the
lead after trailing The College of
New Jersey by less than a point
at the end of the winter season.
TCNJ settled for second place, followed by Middlebury, Emory and
Cortland State.
Founded in 1993 by the National
Association of Collegiate Directors
of Athletics (NACDA) and “USA
Today” to rank Div. I and Div. II athletic achievements, the Directors’
Cup was expanded in 1995 to
include schools in Div. III, the division where most Tufts teams compete.
The Cup awards points for
NCAA postseason competition in
both individual sports (cross country, swimming, indoor and outdoor
track and field, wrestling, golf, and
women’s rowing) and team sports
(field hockey, football, soccer,
women’s volleyball, basketball, ice
hockey, baseball, softball, lacrosse
and tennis).
Women’s
soccer
(13-3-2,
national semifinalist), men’s basketball (23-6, regional semifinalist), men’s cross country (fifth at
Nationals), men’s swimming (10th
see DIRECTOR’S CUP, page 10

SUMMER TRAINING

Fall athletes stay on the ball and train during summer months
BY

KELLEY VENDELAND
Daily Editorial Board

With the season’s opening whistles
coming as early as next week and the
Sept. 9 NESCAC opener date approaching, fall teams have little in the way of
prep time. Athletes jump quickly into
game situations and coaches have little
time to implement game plans and pull
together a starting lineup.
With so much to do and so little time,
both coaches and athletes rely on summer fitness programs to ensure a successful start to the season.
“Our summer workouts are crucial,”
volleyball coach Cora Thompson said.
“We don’t have time to get our athletes
into shape, so we trust that they will
come prepared after a full summer of
working out. If they are not in shape,
injuries happen and/or they don’t make
the team.”
Football coach Bill Samko echoed
Thompson’s emphasis on the necessity of
summer training.
“Games are not won on Saturdays during the fall; they are finalized on Saturday,”
Samko said. “Most games are won or lost
before they are played.”
With only a week of preseason, coaches
need to focus on skills rather than building fitness.
“Playing volleyball at a high level is
our main focus,” said Thompson, whose
team will be the first one in Tufts uniform, opening its season next Friday with
a tip-off tournament at Muhlenberg in
Allentown, Penn. “If [the players] are in
shape, they’ll be able to keep up.”
While the whirlwind of move-in and
the start of classes is taxing for fall teams
nationwide, Tufts coaches and players
face an additional obstacle in NESCAC
rules, which only allow athletes to return
on Aug. 28, almost two weeks later than
most non-conference competitors, and
even then only for informal captain’s
practices. This extra time crunch makes it
even more important that athletes arrive
at campus already in top condition.
“[Field hockey coach] Tina [McDavitt]

really stresses that we be in top shape the
day we arrive to preseason,” said junior
defender Meghan Becque, who is also
a staff writer for the Daily. “Most of us
stay motivated not only by the scare of
[fitness] testing when we arrive, but also
for our motivation for a successful and fit
team.”
Most coaches issue detailed summer
training programs that incorporate many
different types of training. Head strength
coach Mike Pimentel has a hand in fashioning in-depth programs for both the
men’s and women’s sports teams that
combine plyometrics and strength training.
For cardio and skill maintenance, athletes have a range of possible approaches. Some work out with old high school
teams, others follow team running programs, and still others coach at summer
camps to keep their skills sharp.
“Our girls are very competitive and disciplined,” Thompson said. “They make
sure that they keep up with their cardio,
sprints, push-ups and sit-ups no matter where they are, because they can.
Nowadays, it seems like you can find a
gym anywhere. They do a great job of
finding them.”
McDavitt took a more organized
approach, hosting a Tufts summer field
hockey league from Jun. 20 to Aug. 9
that attracted a diverse range of players
from schools across New England, such
as Bentley, Harvard and Trinity, as well as
current and former Tufts players.
For athletes based stateside during
the summer, opportunities to stay fit are
readily available. But for those athletes
that choose to spend their summers out
of the United States, following a fitness
regimen abroad presents a host of different challenges.
Junior Catherine Beck, co-captain of the
women’s cross country team, spent nearly two months working on a Tufts-sponsored archaeological dig in Vescovado
di Murlo, a small town in Tuscany, Italy.
She made the countryside back roads
see TRAINING, page 10
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Cross country junior co-captain Catherine Beck, shown here at the track and field Snowflake
Classic last April, kept up with her summer training regimen on the country roads of Tuscany,
where she spent two months on an archaeological dig.

